Abstract: A distribution system and reception apparatus, and methods thereof, are provided for broadcasting and receiving a plurality of non-backwards-compatible services. The broadcasting method includes receiving, by a first service provider, a plurality of services, which include a first service from each of the first and second service providers. The first service provider generates a first broadcast multiplex, including the plurality of first services, and broadcasts the first broadcast multiplex on a first broadcast channel allocated to the first service provider. A second service provider receives a plurality of second services, which include a second service from each of the first and second service providers. The second service provider generates a second broadcast multiplex, including the plurality of second services, and broadcasts the second broadcast multiplex on a second broadcast channel allocated to the second service provider.
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, RECEPTION APPARATUS, AND METHODS
FOR TRANSITIONING TO NEW SERVICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Embodiments described herein relate generally to transitioning to new services.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Modern televisions and set top boxes are capable of receiving broadcast television services. However, due to limitations in wireless spectrum availability, broadcast television service providers may not have sufficient spectrum to provide new services that are not backwards compatible while maintaining the availability of existing (or legacy) services.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to addressing the problem of transitioning to new services when wireless spectrum is limited.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] A more complete appreciation of the invention and many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily obtained as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description when considered in connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary broadcast system;
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary transition methodology;

FIG. 3A illustrates an example of channel re-use;

FIGS. 3B-3D illustrate examples of broadcast spectrum usage;

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of the broadcast spectrum;

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a distribution system;

FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a signal generator;

FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary protocol stack;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an exemplary reception apparatus;

FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram of an exemplary reception method; and

FIG. 10 is an exemplary computer.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

While the present disclosure is susceptible of embodiment in many different forms, there is shown in the drawings and will herein be described in detail specific embodiments, with the understanding that the present disclosure of such embodiments is to be considered as an example of the principles and not intended to limit the present disclosure to the specific embodiments shown and described. In the description below, like reference numerals are used to describe the same, similar or corresponding parts in the several views of the drawings.

The terms "a" or "an", as used herein, are defined as one or more than one. The term "plurality", as used herein, is defined as two or more than two. The term "another", as used herein, is defined as at least a second or more. The terms "including" and/or "having", as used herein, are defined as comprising (i.e., open language). The term "coupled", as used herein, is defined as connected, although not necessarily directly, and not necessarily mechanically. The term "program" or
"computer program" or similar terms, as used herein, is defined as a sequence of instructions designed for execution on a computer system. A "program", or "computer program", may include a subroutine, a program module, a script, a function, a procedure, an object method, an object implementation, in an executable application, an applet, a servlet, a source code, an object code, a shared library / dynamic load library and/or other sequence of instructions designed for execution on a computer system.

[0018] The term "program", as used herein, may also be used in a second context (the above definition being for the first context). In the second context, the term is used in the sense of a "television program". In this context, the term is used to mean any coherent sequence of audio/video content such as those which would be interpreted as and reported in an electronic program guide (EPG) as a single television program, without regard for whether the content is a movie, sporting event, segment of a multi-part series, news broadcast, etc. The term may also be interpreted to encompass commercial spots and other program-like content which may not be reported as a program in an EPG.

[0019] Reference throughout this document to "one embodiment", "certain embodiments", "an embodiment", "an implementation", "an example" or similar terms means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present disclosure. Thus, the appearances of such phrases or in various places throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments without limitation.
The term "or" as used herein is to be interpreted as an inclusive or meaning any one or any combination. Therefore, "A, B or C" means "any of the following: A; B; C; A and B; A and C; B and C; A, B and C". An exception to this definition will occur only when a combination of elements, functions, steps or acts are in some way inherently mutually exclusive.

Embodiments of the disclosure are directed to transitioning from existing services to new services. Examples include transitions to next generation broadcast television (NGBT) services, next generation radio services, new Mobile Network Operator (MNO) services, etc.

Although the present disclosure is described using NGBT services as a primary example, it should be noted that the same principles also applies to other new services, such as those listed above. Moreover, while embodiments of the disclosure are directed to providing transitioning in wireless environments, similar principles can be applied to wired environments.

Certain embodiments of the disclosure are directed to transitioning to NGBT services that are not compatible with existing terrestrial broadcast services. In the case of a non-backwards-compatible system, the new NGBT services provide improvements in performance, functionality, and/or efficiency to facilitate its implementation. The new NGBT services provide new services such as mobile television, ultra-high-definition television (UHDTV) services, new audio and video codecs, more robust and/or efficient transmission methods, more operational modes, broadcaster control parameters, consumer control parameters, interactivity, etc.

For example, one NGBT service (i.e., the proposed Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 3.0) is planned to be a non-backwards compatible service to the existing 8-level vestigial sideband (8-VSB) modulation digital
television broadcast service. The lack of backwards compatibility is due to the fact that other efficient technologies are now available that use wireless spectrum more efficiently, for example using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) - low-density parity-check (LDPC) based technology. OFDM-LDPC based technology has already been adopted in other parts of the world and is likely to be adopted in a NGBT service.

[0025] With this new technology comes a new problem of how to transition from 8-VSB modulation to a non-backwards compatible modulation scheme (e.g., OFDM-based modulation). The present disclosure discusses an exemplary transition plan according to certain embodiments that offers one or a combination of avenues for broadcasters to take, depending on factors such as Federal Communications Commission (FCC) action (or non-action), broadcaster business deals, general motivation to use new services, etc.

[0026] Each avenue could be taken in its entirety as a solution, or any combination described herein could be utilized. As a result, the transition can be a balanced effort between broadcasters and the FCC. Markets could transition slow or fast depending on how effective each avenue of transition is applied. Further, the transition could be serially applied or in parallel where the FCC allocated extra spectrum and broadcaster deals are made. The order in which each avenue is applied can also be varied.

[0027] A transition plan is needed to get to the new NGBT service. An exemplary transition plan includes one or a combination of the following avenues: (1) have broadcasters double up their legacy service on one channel while supporting the NGBT service on another; (2) if difficulties arise, have the FCC allocate space in their re-pack of "voluntary auctions" for a transition area; and (3) if allocating space by the
FCC is difficult, use a border channel (e.g., a broadcast channel that is adjacent to a
MNO channel) such as channel 52 or 32 as a hard transition channel.

[0028] In one embodiment, the most desirable way to transition to the NGBT service
is to not involve the FCC moving/reallocating frequency for the new transition. To
accomplish this, broadcast channels are re-used with or without more efficient coding.

[0029] For example, existing services may be coded using MPEG-4, which is double
the efficiency of MPEG-2, and is used in broadcasting in other parts of the world.
Even ATSC Mobile DTV (ATSC standard A/153, which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety) uses it. Moreover, the encoder is often in the same piece of
equipment as the MPEG-2 encoder for broadcasters, so it is a simple cable re-locating
exercise to put into practice (e.g., instead of connect to input A, connect to input B).
As for receivers, MPEG-4 or Advanced Video Coding (AVC) decoders are in mass
supply, or already integrated into televisions today to decode Mobile DTV, digital
video broadcasting (DVB) based signals, Internet streaming signals, etc.

[0030] So, MPEG-4 encoding is currently available to broadcasters and MPEG-4
decoding is already available in receivers. To hook up a high-definition television
(HDTV) service to MPEG-4 coding would not alienate many receivers and therefore
could be used to combine 2 broadcasters' HDVT content into 1 broadcast channel.

[0031] Alternatively, to ensure compatibility with legacy devices, existing services
are encoded using MPEG-2. However, MPEG-2 may not allow multiple high-
definition services to be carried on a single broadcast channel. Accordingly, in
certain embodiments, the existing services are transmitted in MPEG-2 with a lower
bit rate (e.g., in the case of standard-definition television), as further described below.

[0032] The broadcasters would need to find a business solution and they both would
want to transition to NGBT services. Further, the agreements could be strongly
recommended by industry. But the fact that the FCC would have to do nothing is advantageous as a transition could therefore happen more quickly. One broadcast channel could be dedicated to legacy HDTV services and the other broadcast channel could use the new NGBT services.

[0033] If business agreements could not be made in a market, another option is that part of the transition could start to involve the FCC, for example at the time the FCC re-packs the wireless spectrum they obtain from the "voluntary auctions" slated to take place in the next few years. Trial periods where a transition channel is used for each set of broadcasters can be utilized.

[0034] The FCC is currently executing its National Broadband Plan to extend Internet services to the entire public. This involves giving spectrum to MNOs. The spectrum at issue includes the 700 MHz band channels previously occupied by television broadcasters. Currently the FCC is using "voluntary auctions" to gain even more spectrum for the MNOs, referred to as the 600 MHz band plan. Thoughts are that broadcast channels are desired for re-allocation. The auctions are expected to give a little bit of spectrum back and the FCC is expected to go through another round of channel re-packing. According to certain embodiments of the present disclosure, at least one block of spectrum is allocated by the FCC for NGBT transition services. The transition channel could be used on a broadcaster by broadcaster basis as a market transitions. In one embodiment, the transition channel is allocated with enough spectrum to support at least one service (e.g., fixed or mobile) for broadcasters to experiment with. Further, in one embodiment, the amount of transition spectrum is enough to support at least 4 major networks in a market (e.g., a 6 MHz channel).
As discussed above, in one embodiment, the transitions are not just for NGBT services (e.g., the proposed ATSC 3.0, a future ATSC 4.0), but any transition. For example, in order to make this option more appealing, the transition may be opened to other entities other than terrestrial television broadcasters such as radio broadcast providers and MNOs. This way a market can start to transition to a new service with one channel. This channel could be used by broadcasters in turn.

As noted above, in one embodiment it would be advantageous if enough spectrum is available to transition at least the top 4 networks at the same time. For example, for the proposed ATSC 3.0, the channel could only be 6 MHz for 4 networks depending on the type of service desired (e.g., mobile services).

Depending on how much spectrum is obtained from the "voluntary auctions," more frequency may be needed or more broadcasters may want to transition services. Thus, in one embodiment, border channels are allocated for transition services.

For example, Verizon wants to sell its lower 700 MHz A and B block licenses (e.g., channel 52) due to interference from broadcasters. Verizon has stated that the lower-band spectrum is not suitable for long-term evolution (LTE) capacity requirements due to the fact that broadcasters on channel 51 adjacent to the A block spectrum splattering energy into their channel.

Accordingly, if Verizon is complaining of energy spill-over from broadcasters, use it as a transition space. The FCC could re-purpose that channel as a transition channel. It is already on the edge of the 700 MHz band and since the MNOs are complaining of powerful broadcasters, the FCC can allocate that channel back to broadcasters, at a lower power in one embodiment, for the transition to NGBT services using a more efficient transmission scheme, for example for the upcoming bit demand in video. Further, as wireless spectrum is re-packed and/or reallocated by the
FCC, other border channels may result that would be suitable for transition services (e.g., channel 32).

[0040] In certain embodiments, the transition broadcast channel is within a range of 470 MHz to 578 MHz based on possible reallocation of broadcast spectrum to wireless broadband services. As described above, in one embodiment, the transition broadcast channel is placed adjacent to a channel used for another purpose (e.g., wireless broadband), or between a television broadcast channel and the channel used for another purpose, to reduce interference effects by, for example, broadcasting the NGBT services at a power lower than existing broadcast services. For example, the transition broadcast channel may be a 6 MHz channel from 578 to 584 MHz (i.e., channel 32) or 698 to 704 MHz (i.e., channel 52).

[0041] In other embodiments, the transition broadcast channel is allocated within the very high frequency (VHF) band in a range of 54-88 MHz and/or 174-216 MHz. The VHF band is used for the transition broadcast channel to, for example, allow the broadcast providers to perform the hard switch in the UHF band, which allows for better signal penetration.

[0042] Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary terrestrial broadcast system 2 for providing a plurality of first (e.g., NGBT) and second (e.g., existing or legacy broadcast) services. The terrestrial broadcast system 2 includes a legacy broadcast provider 10; partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b (also referred to as service providers); a reception apparatus 20; a server 40; and a transition broadcast provider 25. Although Figure 1 illustrates one legacy broadcast provider 10; two partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b; one reception apparatus 20; one server 40; and one transition broadcast provider 25, it should be understood that any number of each may be included in the broadcast system 2.
The legacy broadcast provider 10 broadcasts a legacy service to the reception apparatus 20. The legacy service is broadcast according to an existing digital television standard (e.g., ATSC standard A/53, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety) in use before the NGBT service. The legacy broadcast provider 10 is allocated a broadcast channel (also referred to as an RF channel) on which the legacy service is broadcast. However, the legacy broadcast provider 10 is unable to broadcast any NGBT services, which are not backwards compatible with the existing service due to lack of wireless spectrum.

To allow a broadcast provider to provide legacy services and NGBT services that are not backwards compatible with the legacy services when wireless spectrum is limited, in certain embodiments, the broadcast providers enter into an agreement (e.g., a contractual agreement) to broadcast legacy services on one broadcaster's broadcast channel and to broadcast NGBT services on the other broadcaster's broadcast channel.

Partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b are examples of broadcast providers that have entered into such an agreement. As illustrated in Figure 1, the partner broadcast provider 15a broadcasts a plurality of NGBT services (e.g., a plurality of first services) from a plurality of different broadcast providers 15a, 15b on a first broadcast channel. The partner broadcast partner 15b broadcast a plurality of legacy services (e.g., a plurality of second services) on a second broadcast channel. Each of the broadcast providers 10, 15a, 15b broadcast respective services using a broadcast tower via a studio to transmitter link (STL).

In one embodiment, the legacy and NGBT services provided by the legacy broadcast provider 10 and partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b, respectively, are television broadcast services that include one or more television content, without
regard to whether the content is a movie, sporting event, segment of a multi-part series, news broadcast, etc. Further, the legacy and NGBT services may also include advertisements, infomercials, and other program-like content which may not be reported as a program in an EPG.

[0047] The plurality of NGBT services are broadcast using a first transmission scheme such as a transmission scheme based on orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) and the plurality of legacy services are broadcast using a second transmission scheme such as 8-VSB. However, any other combination of incompatible transmission schemes (i.e., not capable of simultaneously broadcast on the same broadcast channel) may be used to transmit the plurality of NGBT and legacy services. In one embodiment, the partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b broadcast digital television signals in accordance with standards set, for example, by the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) such as ATSC standard A/53.

[0048] Further, although the partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b and the legacy broadcast provider 10 are illustrated as each being associated with a separate broadcast tower, contractual agreements may be made between any two or more of the partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b and the legacy broadcast provider 10. For example, partner broadcast provider 15a may enter into a contractual agreement with partner broadcast provider 15b such that both partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b use the same broadcast tower to provide the plurality of NGBT and legacy services.

[0049] In one embodiment, the legacy broadcast provider 10 and partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b provide the plurality of NGBT and legacy services via terrestrial broadcasts. In the case of audio/video content, the content is compressed and broadcast using different transmission schemes, as discussed above.
For example, the audio/video content of the plurality of NGBT and legacy services is divided into a video elementary stream (ES) and an audio ES corresponding to the video and audio portions of the content. The video ES and audio ES are multiplexed with other data to form a broadcast multiplex, such as an MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS), MPEG Media Transport (MMT) or similar technology in the case of the broadcast by the legacy broadcast provider 10 and partner broadcast provider 15b. Further, in one embodiment, the first broadcast channel carries a transport (e.g., an MMT) or IP packets, which is different than that broadcast by the partner broadcast provider 15b.

The reception apparatus 20 is configured to receive the plurality of legacy services broadcast by the legacy broadcast provider 10 and partner broadcast provider 15b. Alternatively, or additionally, the reception apparatus 20 is configured to receive the plurality of NGBT services broadcast by the partner broadcast provider 15a or new services from other sources. The plurality of legacy services is also provided to consumer devices that are not configured to receive the plurality of NGBT services (e.g., a television with a ATSC A/53 receiver).

The reception apparatus 20 is a home video processor such as a personal computer, television receiver or DVD recorder, or an information processor such as a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), mobile phone, tablet, home or portable music player, or home or portable gaming machine. Further, the reception apparatus 20 may be a standalone device or incorporated, for example, in a television set or other consumer electronics device.

The reception apparatus 20 is configured to connect to the Internet 30 via a wireless or fixed connection. For example, when the reception apparatus 20 is a mobile device, the reception apparatus 20 connects to the Internet 30 via a mobile
data connection or Wi-Fi connection. When the reception apparatus 20 is a fixed device, the reception apparatus 20 connects via an Ethernet connection, wireless connection, mobile data connection, etc.

[0054] In one embodiment, the reception apparatus 20 connects to the Internet 30 to receive or send information based on one of the plurality of NGBT services broadcast by the partner broadcast provider 15a. For example, the reception apparatus 20 may make a purchase for advertised goods, contents, or services via the Internet 30, request additional information related to the one of the plurality of NGBT services, interface to a social network website based on instructions accompanying the one of the plurality of NGBT services, etc. The reception apparatus 20, in one embodiment, receives the information associated with the one of the plurality of NGBT services from at least one server 40. In other embodiments, the server 40 may be provided by the partner broadcast provider 15a or each separate partner broadcast provider 15a, 15b may provide its own server 40.

[0055] The transition broadcast provider 25 is configured to broadcast NGBT services on a transition broadcast channel, when available. In one embodiment, the transition broadcast provider 25 assists in broadcasting NGBT services when certain broadcast providers cannot reach an agreement with each other. In another embodiment, the transition broadcast provider 25 assists in broadcasting NGBT services when entering into an agreement with another broadcaster is not feasible, such as in the case that no other broadcaster is prepared to transition to NGBT services, there are not enough broadcasters to double up services, etc.

[0056] Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary transition plan for transitioning to a NGBT service that is not backwards compatible with one or more existing terrestrial broadcast services. In step S202, two or more broadcast providers enter into an
agreement to broadcast each other's legacy and NGBT services. For example, the partner broadcast provider 15a (e.g., a first service provider) enters into an contractual agreement with the partner broadcast provider 15b (e.g., a second service provider) such that partner broadcast provider 15a broadcasts the NGBT services on a first broadcast channel assigned to the partner broadcast provider 15a while the partner broadcast provider 15b broadcasts the legacy services on a second broadcast channel assigned to the partner broadcast provider 15b.

[0057] In step S204, the first broadcast provider of the two or more broadcast providers, receives a plurality of first services (e.g., NGBT services) to be broadcast on the first broadcast channel. The plurality of first services includes a different first service for each of the two or more broadcast providers. For example, the partner broadcast provider 15a receives its own first service and a first service associated with the partner broadcast provider 15b. In Figure 1, the first service from partner broadcast provider 15b is obtained directly from partner broadcast provider 15b.

However, in another embodiment, the first services are provided directly to, or otherwise retrieved by, the partner broadcast provider 15a.

[0058] In step S206, the first broadcast provider generates a first broadcast multiplex (e.g., using a first multiplexer) that includes the plurality of first services of the two or more broadcast providers. Each of the plurality of first services is assigned a different major and minor virtual channel number combination. In one embodiment, each of the plurality of first services is assigned the same major virtual channel number. In another embodiment, at least two of the plurality of first services are assigned different major virtual channel numbers. For example, the assignment of major channel numbers corresponds to the major virtual channel number that was originally used by a respective broadcast provider to transmit services. In other embodiments,
major and/or minor virtual channel numbers are assigned according to other predetermined criteria.

[0059] In step S208, the first broadcast provider transmits the first broadcast multiplex on a first broadcast channel that is allocated to the first broadcast provider. The first broadcast multiplex is transmitted according to a transmission scheme (e.g., OFDM) which is not backwards compatible with, or is otherwise different from, a transmission scheme used to transmit a second broadcast multiplex by a second broadcast provider, as described below.

[0060] In step S210, the second broadcast provider of the two or more broadcast providers, receives a plurality of second services (e.g., legacy services) to be broadcast on a second broadcast channel. The plurality of second services includes a different second service for each of the two or more broadcast providers. For example, the partner broadcast provider 15b receives its own second service and a second service associated with the partner broadcast provider 15a. In Figure 1, the second service from partner broadcast provider 15a is obtained directly from partner broadcast provider 15a. However, in another embodiment, the first services are provided directly to, or otherwise retrieved by, the partner broadcast provider 15b.

[0061] In step S212, the second broadcast provider generates a second broadcast multiplex (e.g., using a second multiplexer) that includes the plurality of second services of the two or more broadcast providers. Each of the plurality of second services is assigned a different major and minor virtual channel number combination. In one embodiment, each of the plurality of first services is assigned the same major virtual channel number. In another embodiment, at least two of the plurality of first services are assigned different major virtual channel numbers. For example, the assignment of major channel numbers corresponds to the major virtual channel
number that was originally used by a respective broadcast provider to transmit services. In other embodiments, major and/or minor virtual channel numbers are assigned according to other predetermined criteria.

[0062] In step S214, the second broadcast provider transmits the second broadcast multiplex on the second broadcast channel that is allocated to the second broadcast provider. The second broadcast multiplex is transmitted according to a transmission scheme (e.g., 8-VSB) which is not compatible with, or is otherwise different from, a transmission scheme used to transmit the first broadcast multiplex by the first broadcast provider.

[0063] In step S216, the transition from existing services to NGBT services is completed and transmission of the plurality of second services ends. At this time each of the two or more broadcast providers broadcasts its own NGBT service(s).

[0064] In one embodiment, the plurality of first and/or second services are applied to broadcast channels of a 6 MHz spectrum. However, any other spectrum size may be implemented, such as a spectrum that is a multiple of 6 MHz, based on spectrum availability. For example, broadcast providers with adjacent broadcast channels may agree to transmit the plurality of first or second services in a combined broadcast channel.

[0065] Further, in one embodiment, the amount of spectrum allocated to the plurality of second services is greater than the first plurality services to account for, for example, greater efficiencies in the transmission of the first plurality of services. For example, in the case of three broadcasters, two broadcast channels can be combined to broadcast legacy services while the third broadcast channel is used to broadcast NGBT services for all three broadcasters.
Figure 3A illustrates an example of channel re-use between two broadcast providers to transition to NGBT services. However, it should be noted that channel re-use can be utilized by a number of broadcast providers. Blocks 15a', 15b' represent the partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b prior to entering an agreement, which is represented by dashed line 310, to broadcast each other's services. Prior to entering the agreement, each of the broadcast providers 15a' and 15b' broadcasts its own legacy services to the reception apparatus 20. Although Fig. 3 illustrates the legacy services as high-definition television (HDTV) services broadcast via 8-VSB, any other services and/or transmission scheme may be used.

After the broadcast providers 15a' and 15b' enter into an agreement to broadcast each other's services, the partner broadcast provider 15a broadcasts NGBT services for both broadcast providers 15a', 15b' while the partner broadcast provider 15b broadcasts legacy services (also referred to as legacy services) for both broadcast providers 15a', 15b'.

In one embodiment, the legacy services use the same coding as originally used by broadcast providers 15a', 15b', such as MPEG-2. A broadcast channel can support a data rate of approximately 19.392658 Mbps. However, MPEG-2 HDTV rates vary between 8-15 Mbps. Accordingly, multiple HDTV streams may not be able to fit into a single PVF channel. To address this problem, in one embodiment, the partner broadcast provider 15b' broadcasts a different version of the legacy services originally broadcast by the broadcast providers 15a, 15b. The versions may differ by compression rate, video quality, audio quality, etc. For example, the partner broadcast provider 15b' broadcasts standard definition rather than high definition versions of the legacy services (i.e., SDTV versus HDTV).
In another embodiment, the legacy services use a different coding than originally used by the broadcast providers 15a', 15b', such as a more efficient coding type (e.g., MPEG-4 AVC). For example, MPEG-4 coding has half the required bit rate than MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 HDTV rates vary between 4-8 Mbps. Accordingly, even at the highest rate of 8 Mbps, 2 HDTV services can fit within the broadcast channel with room to spare.

An advantage of using MPEG-4 AVC (also referred to as H.264) is that many current televisions already have AVC decoders. H.264 is perhaps best known as being one of the codec standards for Blu-ray discs. It is also widely used by streaming Internet sources, such as videos from YouTube, and the iTunes Store. Web software such as Adobe Flash Player and Microsoft Silverlight and various HDTV broadcasts over terrestrial (ATSC, Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting-Terrestrial (ISDB-T), Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T), or Digital Video Broadcasting - Second Generation Terrestrial (DVB-T2), cable (DVB-C) and satellite (DVB-S and DVB-S2) also use H.264 AVC coding. So, worldwide TVs require this codec. According, MPEG-4 is expected to be supported by almost all TV's by the time existing HDTV services transition to NGBT services.

Further, broadcast transmitters also require the H.264 codec as it is currently used in Mobile DTV (A/153) and other standards. Hooking up this codec is relatively easy as the transmitter encoder has both MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 coders in the same piece of equipment. Accordingly, because the AVC codec are currently in use, this codec can be easily utilized for the transition.

Although many television sets are equipped with MPEG-4 decoders, some television sets are configured such that the MPEG-4 decoders are used to decode non-terrestrial broadcast services. Accordingly, these television sets may need to be
reprogrammed to utilize the MPEG-4 decoder for the terrestrial broadcast services. Alternatively, set top boxes may be connected to the television sets to receive legacy services. Depending on the feasibility of reconfiguring television sets to utilize MPEG-4, MPEG-2 may be utilized to ensure compatibility.

[0073] Figures 3B-3D illustrate an example of broadcast spectrum usage when transitioning to NGBT services. In one embodiment, the broadcast channels are consistent with the television broadcast channel allocation illustrated in Figure 4. The broadcast channels may or may not occupy a portion of the broadcast spectrum between 578 MHz and 698 MHz based on whether the FCC reallocates that frequency band for other uses such as wireless broadband.

[0074] Figure 3B illustrates an example of broadcast spectrum usage for existing digital television broadcast services according to ATSC A/53. The broadcast spectrum includes unused broadcast channels 310 and occupied broadcast channels such as broadcast channels 325a, 335a. The FCC is expected to reallocate portions of the existing broadcast spectrum available for existing television broadcast services for other purposes, such as broadband services. After this allocation (or repack), in a worst case scenario, no unused broadcast channels would be available in crowded markets.

[0075] By re-using broadcast channels to broadcast legacy and NGBT services, a transition from the legacy to the NGBT services can still be made even when unused broadcast channels are not available. When unused broadcast channels are available, at least one broadcast channel is optionally allocated as a transition broadcast channel 330, as illustrated in Figure 3C. The at least one transition broadcast channel 330 may be assigned by a government entity such as the FCC or determined by the individual television broadcasters. An exemplary transition channel is disclosed in
U.S. provisional application No. 61/733,242, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0076] The at least one transition broadcast channel 330 may or may not have enough capacity to concurrently carry a NGBT service from each of the broadcast providers in the same market. In one embodiment, each of the at least one broadcast channel 330 has sufficient capacity to carry six different NGBT services. Depending on the embodiment, each of the six different first services are provided by a different broadcast provider or the same broadcast provider may provide two or more of the six different services. However, other numbers of services may be provided on the transition broadcast channel 330 based on bit rate requirements.

[0077] The at least one transition broadcast channel 330 allows broadcast providers (e.g., broadcast providers 15a’, 15b’) to provide legacy and NGBT services, concurrently, until the broadcast providers switch their own broadcasts to the NGBT services. In one embodiment, the broadcast providers include the same content in both the legacy and NGBT services. In a further embodiment, the broadcast providers include higher resolution, or otherwise enhanced, content in the NGBT services.

[0078] Figure 3C illustrates a broadcast channel 325b used to broadcast NGBT services from two or more different broadcast providers, and a broadcast channel 335b used to broadcast legacy services from the two or more different broadcast providers (e.g., originally broadcast on broadcast channels 325a, 335a).

[0079] Figure 3D illustrates an example where some of the broadcast providers have switched their own broadcast channels to broadcasting the NGBT services. For example, the broadcast channels 325b, 335b now broadcast NGBT services of their respective broadcast providers as illustrated by broadcast channels 325c, 335c.
Further, as other broadcast providers transition to broadcasting the NGBT services, transition broadcast channel space is freed up for use by other broadcast providers.

[0080] If necessary, transition broadcast channel access by each broadcast provider may be prioritized based on a lottery, auction, business agreement between the various broadcast providers, etc. For example, transition broadcast channel space may be allocated to broadcast providers that are unable to form an agreement with another broadcast provider to broadcast each other's services.

[0081] Figure 5 illustrates an example of a distribution system 500 used by the partner broadcast provider 15a to broadcast the plurality of NGBT services in one embodiment. The distribution system 500 includes at least one receiver (e.g., receivers 510a-510f, one for each NGBT service) to receive the plurality of NGBT services to be provided by the distribution system 500. In other embodiments, one of the receivers 510a-510f may be configured to receive two or more of the NGBT services from one or more of the broadcast providers.

[0082] The receivers 510a-510f receive the plurality of NGBT services from at least two broadcast providers. In another embodiment, the receivers 510a-510f receive the plurality of NGBT services from at least one broadcast provider. The receivers 510a-510f provide the received plurality of NGBT services to a multiplexer 515 that generates a broadcast multiplex including the plurality of NGBT services and forwards the broadcast multiplex to a signal generator 520. The signal generator 520 generates a broadcast signal with the plurality of NGBT services and provides the broadcast signal to a transmitter 530 for broadcast to the reception apparatus 20.

[0083] In one embodiment, the signal generator 520 is an OFDM-based signal generator as illustrated in Figure 6. As illustrated in Figure 6, an input formatter 610 receives the plurality of NGBT services from the receivers 510a-510f and multiplexer
The input formatter 610 formats the IP packets and/or transport streams associated with the plurality of received NGBT services into packets of the same length for forward error correction (FEC). A coded modulator 620 modulates the signal and a structure 630 performs framing output and signaling. A waveform generator 640 subsequently performs an inverse Fast Fourier transform (FFT) to generate the OFDM-based signal.

In one embodiment, a controller 660 controls the operation of each of the input formatter 610, coded modulator 620, structure 630, and waveform generator 640. Further, the controller 660 provides signaling information to the structure 630. The signaling information includes, for example, FFT size (e.g., 1024, 4096, 8192, 32768, etc.), frame structure (i.e., how much data is in the frame), FEC structure (e.g., LDPC coding structure), modulation setting (e.g., 1024QAM, 256QAM), etc. The controller 660 may be a dedicated controller for the signal generator 520 or implemented by a controller of the reception apparatus 20.

The partner broadcast provider 15b and/or transition broadcast provider 25 may utilize a distribution system that is similar to the distribution system 500 described above. However, the signal generator 520 and/or transmitter 530 are appropriately modified in accordance with the transmission scheme used to broadcast the plurality of legacy services in the case of the partner broadcast provider 15b. For example, the signal generator 520 is configured to generate an 8-VSB modulation signal. Further, the signal generator 520 may be configured to compress, or otherwise reduce the bit rate of, the received plurality of legacy services when needed to fit the plurality of NGBT services into the broadcast channel.

With regard to the transition broadcast provider 25, in one embodiment at least one receiver in the distribution system of the transition broadcast provider 25
receives a plurality of NGBT services from one or more different broadcast providers. The plurality of NGBT services are provided to the transition broadcast provider via any one or a combination of communication means such as microwave transmissions (e.g., satellite or terrestrial), the Internet, a dedicated wired connection, cable television, shipping storage media containing the first service, etc. Similar communication means may also be utilized by the partner broadcast providers. A broadcast signal including the plurality of NGBT services is generated by a signal generator in the distribution system and a transmitter broadcasts the plurality of NGBT services over a transition broadcast channel.

[0087] Figure 7 illustrates an exemplary protocol stack for a NGBT service. In one embodiment, the physical layer is implemented using OFDM and LDPC code. However, other encoding and/or error correction modes may be utilized. Applications of the protocol stack include a video presentation, a social media interface, interactivity, ATSC 2.0, etc. For example, in one embodiment, the protocol stack provides a social media interface to share content on Facebook that is being watched on the reception apparatus. Broadcast content is sent via the user datagram protocol (UDP), which sends data one-way (no hand-shaking), and the social media interface is provided through the transmission control protocol (TCP) for hand-shaking acknowledgement of sent data, for example using Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over Hypertext Transfer Protocol (DASH). MPEG DASH allows for dynamic control of service (video and audio) bit rate, which allows a smooth video to be maintained when networks are congested.

[0088] As illustrated in Figure 7, the protocol stack includes a file delivery unidirectional transport (FLUTE) as defined in RFC 392 for delivering files in a transport, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The protocol stack
further includes short-term key messages (STKMs) and long-term key messages (LTKMs) used as keys for encrypted content, the real-time transport protocol (RTP) which provides real-time transport of data, the real-time transport control protocol (RTCP) which provides out-of-band statistics and control information for an RTP flow, asynchronous layered coding (ALC) which allows asynchronous stuffing of data into a datagram (e.g., UDP), high efficiency video coding (HEVC) for video and/or audio coding. The hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) is used mainly in Internet access; the ATSC 2.0/Service Guides are table listings of content; captioning/subtitling are text fragments describing video content; and media codecs are HEVC, object-oriented audio coding, etc. to be used in either broadcast or broadband connections. Application is the presentation of data to the display device.

[0089] Figure 8 illustrates an embodiment of the reception apparatus 20. The reception apparatus 20 is, or is integrated or an add-on component to, a mobile device such as a cellular phone, tablet, smart phone, portable computer, etc. In other embodiments, the reception apparatus 20 is a fixed device such as a digital television receiver device that is incorporated into a television set, a set top box, or any other fixed device configured to receive television content.

[0090] The reception apparatus 20 includes a tuner 802, which is configured to tune to different broadcast channels and receive one or a combination of the plurality of NGBT services broadcast by the partner broadcast provider 15a and the plurality of legacy services broadcast by the partner broadcast provider 15b and legacy broadcast provider 10 via a terrestrial broadcast.

[0091] It should be noted that in certain embodiments, the transmission of legacy services by the partner broadcast provider 15b and the legacy broadcast provider 10 is the same except that legacy services from different broadcast providers are
transmitted by the partner broadcast provider 15b. For example, the legacy services utilize one or a combination of the same coding, bit rate, etc.

[0092] In one embodiment, the tuner 802 provides a broadcast signal received over a currently tuned broadcast channel to a receiver 806. The receiver 806 extracts audio and video (A/V) streams from a selected one of the plurality of NGBT or legacy services. In one embodiment, the receiver 806 is one or a combination of an 8-VSB and OFDM-based receiver. However, the receiver 806 may be configured to process other signal types such as an NGBT signal or other broadcast signal of a type different from the signal broadcast by the broadcast providers 15a, 15b. The audio is decoded by an audio decoder 810 and the video is decoded by a video decoder 814. Further, uncompressed A/V data may be received via an uncompressed A/V interface (e.g., a HDMI interface). In one embodiment, the uncompressed A/V interface is only provided when the reception apparatus 20 is a fixed device.

[0093] The broadcast signal includes supplemental data such as one or a combination of closed caption data, EPG data, interactive content, ATSC 2.0 content, software applications, a social media interface, emergency services, accessibility data, etc. The supplemental data are separated out by the receiver 806. However, the supplemental data may be received via the Internet 30 and a network interface 226. The network interface 226 includes one or a combination of wired and wireless interfaces (e.g., a Ethernet interface, cellular data network interface, etc.) A storage memory 830 is provided to store non-real time or Internet-delivered content such as the supplemental data.

[0094] The reception apparatus 20 generally operates under control of at least one processor, such as CPU 838, which is coupled to a working memory 840, program memory 842, and a graphics subsystem 844 via one or more buses (e.g., bus 850).
The CPU 838 receives closed caption data from the receiver 806 as well as any other supplemental data used for rendering graphics, and passes appropriate instructions and data to the graphics subsystem 844. The graphics outputted by the graphics subsystem 844 are combined with video images by the compositor and video interface 860 to produce an output suitable for display on a video display.

[0095] Further, the CPU 838 operates to carry out functions of the reception apparatus 20 including the processing of the supplemental data (e.g., interactivity, social media interfacing, etc.) and based on user inputs received from an input interface 852.

[0096] Although not illustrated in Figure 8, the CPU 838 may be coupled to any one or a combination of the reception apparatus 20 resources to centralize control of one or more functions. In one embodiment, the CPU 838 also operates to oversee control of the reception apparatus 20 including the tuner 802 and other television resources.

[0097] Figure 9 is a flow diagram of an exemplary reception method. In step S902, the reception apparatus 20 receives, via an input interface (e.g., a touch screen, remote control receiver, etc.) a selection of one of a plurality of NGBT services broadcast via a first broadcast channel. In step S904, the reception apparatus 20 tunes to the first broadcast channel.

[0098] In step S906, the reception apparatus 20 decodes the selected one of the plurality of NGBT services on the tuned first broadcast channel. The plurality of NGBT services correspond to a plurality of legacy services broadcast via a second broadcast channel. In certain embodiments, the plurality of NGBT services correspond to the plurality of legacy services in that both contain different versions of the same content. For example, the plurality of first services include UHDTV
versions, and the plurality of second services include HDTV versions, of the same television program.

[0099] In step S908, the reception apparatus 20 outputs the selected one of the plurality of NGBT services on the first broadcast channel for display.

[00100] Figure 10 is a block diagram showing an example of a hardware configuration of a computer 1000 that can be configured to function as, control, or incorporate, any one or a combination of a distribution system for the partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b; reception apparatus 20; server 40; and transition broadcast server 25.

[00101] As illustrated in Figure 10, the computer 1000 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 1002, read only memory (ROM) 1004, and a random access memory (RAM) 1006 interconnected to each other via one or more buses 1008. The one or more buses 1008 are further connected with an input-output interface 1010. The input-output interface 1010 is connected with an input portion 1010 formed by a keyboard, a mouse, a microphone, remote controller, etc. The input-output interface 1010 is also connected to an output portion 1014 formed by an audio interface, video interface, display, speaker, etc.; a recording portion 1016 formed by a hard disk, a non-volatile memory, etc.; a communication portion 1018 formed by a network interface, modem, USB interface, fire wire interface, etc.; and a drive 1020 for driving removable media 1022 such as a magnetic disk, an optical disk, a magneto-optical disk, a semiconductor memory, etc.

[00102] According to one embodiment, the CPU 1002 loads a program stored in the recording portion 1016 into the RAM 1006 via the input-output interface 1010 and the bus 1008, and then executes a program configured to provide the functionality of the
one or combination of the distribution system for the partner broadcast providers 15a, 15b; reception apparatus 20; server 40; and transition broadcast server 25.

[00103] Although embodiments of the present disclosure are discussed with respect to transitioning services for terrestrial broadcast channels, more particularly television broadcast channels, the transition plans described above apply equally to radio station broadcasts (e.g., when transitioning to a new services that includes picture content), satellite broadcasts, and any other communication method in which transmission capacity is limited.

[00104] The various processes discussed above need not be processed chronologically and/or in the sequence depicted as flowcharts; the steps may also include those processed in parallel or individually (e.g., in paralleled or object-oriented fashion).

[00105] Also, the programs may be processed by a single computer or by a plurality of computers on a distributed basis. The programs may also be transferred to a remote computer or computers for execution.

[00106] Furthermore, in this specification, the term "system" means an aggregate of a plurality of component elements (apparatuses, modules (parts), etc.). All component elements may or may not be housed in a single enclosure. Therefore, a plurality of apparatuses each housed in a separate enclosure and connected via a network are considered a system, and a single apparatus formed by a plurality of modules housed in a single enclosure are also regarded as a system.

[00107] Also, it should be understood that this technology when embodied is not limited to the above-described embodiments and that various modifications, variations and alternatives may be made of this technology so far as they are within the spirit and scope thereof.
[00108] For example, this technology may be structured for cloud computing whereby a single function is shared and processed in collaboration among a plurality of apparatuses via a network.

[00109] Also, each of the steps explained in reference to the above-described flowcharts may be executed not only by a single apparatus but also by a plurality of apparatuses in a shared manner.

[00110] Furthermore, if one step includes a plurality of processes, these processes included in the step may be performed not only by a single apparatus but also by a plurality of apparatuses in a shared manner.

[00111] Numerous modifications and variations of the present disclosure are possible in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope of the appended claims, the present disclosure may be practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein.

[00112] The above disclosure also encompasses the embodiments noted below.

[00113] (1) A method for broadcasting a plurality of non-backwards-compatible services, the method comprising receiving, by a first service provider, a plurality of first services, including a first service associated with the first service provider and a first service associated with a second service provider; generating a first broadcast multiplex including the plurality of first services, broadcasting, by the first service provider, the first broadcast multiplex on a first broadcast channel allocated to the first service provider; receiving, by the second service provider, a plurality of second services, including a second service associated with the first service provider and a second service associated with the second service provider; generating a second broadcast multiplex including the plurality of second services; and broadcasting, by
the second service provider, the second broadcast multiplex on a second broadcast channel allocated to the second service provider.

[00114] (2) The method according to feature (1), in which the plurality of second services has a lower video resolution than the plurality of first services.

[00115] (3) The method according to feature (1) or (2), in which the plurality of first services are encoded using a first coding and the plurality of second services are encoded using a second coding, the first coding being different from the second coding.

[00116] (4) The method according to feature (3), in which the first coding is MPEG-2 or MPEG-4.

[00117] (5) The method according to any of features (1) to (4), in which the plurality of first and second services include television programs, and the step of broadcasting the first broadcast multiplex includes broadcasting at least one television program that is the same as a television program broadcast in the step of broadcasting the second broadcast multiplex.

[00118] (6) The method according to any of features (1) to (5), in which at least two of the plurality of second services are broadcast on the same physical broadcast channel and assigned different major virtual channel numbers.

[00119] (7) The method according to any of features (1) to (6), in which the first and second service providers are digital television broadcast providers, the second service provider broadcasts digital television content over the second broadcast channel using an 8-level vestigial sideband modulation (8-VSB) modulation method, and the first service provider broadcasts digital television content using a modulation method different from the 8-VSB modulation method.
(8) The method according to any of features (1) to (7), further comprising entering into a contract between the first and second service providers to provide the plurality of first services on the first broadcast channel and the plurality of seconds services on the second broadcast channel.

(9) A distribution system, comprising a first service provider, including a first receiver configured to receive a plurality of first services, including a first service associated with the first service provider and a first service associated with a second service provider, a first multiplexer configured to generate a first broadcast multiplex including the plurality of first services, and a transmitter configured to broadcast the first broadcast multiplex on a first broadcast channel allocated to the first service provider; and the second service provider, including a second receiver configured to receive a plurality of second services, including a second service associated with the first service provider and a second service associated with the second service provider; a second multiplexer configured to generate a second broadcast multiplex including the plurality of second services, and a second transmitter configured to broadcast the second broadcast multiplex on a second broadcast channel allocated to the second service provider.

(10) The distribution system according to feature (9), in which the plurality of second services have a lower video resolution than the plurality of first services.

(11) The distribution system according to feature (9) or (10), in which the plurality of first services are encoded using a first coding and the plurality of second services are encoded using a second coding, the first coding being different from the second coding.

(12) The distribution system according to feature (11), in which the first coding is MPEG-2 or MPEG-4.
[00126] (13) The distribution system according to any of features (9) to (12), in which the plurality of first and second services include television programs, and the first transmitter broadcasts at least one television program that is the same as a television program broadcast by the second transmitter.

[00127] (14) The distribution system according to any of features (9) to (13), in which at least two of the plurality of second services are broadcast on the same physical broadcast channel and assigned different major virtual channel numbers.

[00128] (15) The distribution system according to any of features (9) to (14), in which the first and second service providers are digital television broadcast providers, the second service provider broadcasts digital television content over the second broadcast channel using an 8-level vestigial sideband modulation (8-VSB) modulation method, and the first service provider broadcasts digital television content using a modulation method different from the 8-VSB modulation method.

[00129] (16) The distribution system according to any of features (9) to (15), in which the first and second service providers have a contract to provide the plurality of first services on the first broadcast channel and the plurality of second services on the second broadcast channel.

[00130] (17) A reception apparatus configured to receive a plurality of first services from a plurality of different broadcast providers on a first broadcast channel, the reception apparatus comprising circuitry configured to receive a selection of one of the plurality of first services broadcast via the first broadcast channel, to tune to the first broadcast channel, to decode the selected one of the plurality of first services on the tuned first broadcast channel, the plurality of first services corresponding to a plurality of second services from the plurality of different broadcast providers
broadcast on a second broadcast channel, and to output the selected one of the
plurality of first services on the transition broadcast channel for display.

[00131] (18) The reception apparatus according to feature (17), in which at least two
of the plurality of services are associated with different major virtual channel
numbers.
1. A method for broadcasting a plurality of non-backwards-compatible services, the method comprising:
   receiving, by a first service provider, a plurality of first services, including a first service associated with the first service provider and a first service associated with a second service provider;
   generating a first broadcast multiplex including the plurality of first services,
   broadcasting, by the first service provider, the first broadcast multiplex on a first broadcast channel allocated to the first service provider;
   receiving, by the second service provider, a plurality of second services, including a second service associated with the first service provider and a second service associated with the second service provider;
   generating a second broadcast multiplex including the plurality of second services; and
   broadcasting, by the second service provider, the second broadcast multiplex on a second broadcast channel allocated to the second service provider.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein
   the plurality of second services have a lower video resolution than the plurality of first services.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the plurality of first services are encoded using a first coding and the plurality of second services are encoded using a second coding, the first coding being different from the second coding.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the first coding is MPEG-2 or MPEG-4.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein

the plurality of first and second services include television programs, and

the step of broadcasting the first broadcast multiplex includes broadcasting at least one television program that is the same as a television program broadcast in the step of broadcasting the second broadcast multiplex.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein at least two of the plurality of second services are broadcast on the same physical broadcast channel and assigned different major virtual channel numbers.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein

the first and second service providers are digital television broadcast providers,

the second service provider broadcasts digital television content over the second broadcast channel using an 8-level vestigial sideband modulation (8-VSB) modulation method, and

the first service provider broadcasts digital television content using a modulation method different from the 8-VSB modulation method.
8. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

entering into a contract between the first and second service providers to
provide the plurality of first services on the first broadcast channel and the plurality of
seconds services on the second broadcast channel.

9. A distribution system, comprising:

a first service provider, including

- a first receiver configured to receive a plurality of first services,
  including a first service associated with the first service provider and a first service
  associated with a second service provider,

- a first multiplexer configured to generate a first broadcast multiplex
  including the plurality of first services, and

- a transmitter configured to broadcast the first broadcast multiplex on a
  first broadcast channel allocated to the first service provider; and

the second service provider, including

- a second receiver configured to receive a plurality of second services,
  including a second service associated with the first service provider and a second
  service associated with the second service provider;

- a second multiplexer configured to generate a second broadcast
  multiplex including the plurality of second services, and

- a second transmitter configured to broadcast the second broadcast
  multiplex on a second broadcast channel allocated to the second service provider.

10. The distribution system according to claim 9, wherein
the plurality of second services have a lower video resolution than the plurality of first services.

11. The distribution system according to claim 9, wherein the plurality of first services are encoded using a first coding and the plurality of second services are encoded using a second coding, the first coding being different from the second coding.

12. The distribution system according to claim 11, wherein the first coding is MPEG-2 or MPEG-4.

13. The distribution system according to claim 9, wherein the plurality of first and second services include television programs, and the first transmitter broadcasts at least one television program that is the same as a television program broadcast by the second transmitter.

14. The distribution system according to claim 9, wherein at least two of the plurality of second services are broadcast on the same physical broadcast channel and assigned different major virtual channel numbers.

15. The distribution system according to claim 9, wherein the first and second service providers are digital television broadcast providers, the second service provider broadcasts digital television content over the second broadcast channel using an 8-level vestigial sideband modulation (8-VSB) modulation method, and
the first service provider broadcasts digital television content using a modulation method different from the 8-VSB modulation method.

16. The distribution system according to claim 9, wherein the first and second service providers have a contract to provide the plurality of first services on the first broadcast channel and the plurality of seconds services on the second broadcast channel.

17. A reception apparatus configured to receive a plurality of first services from a plurality of different broadcast providers on a first broadcast channel, the reception apparatus comprising:

   circuitry configured to receive a selection of one of the plurality of first services broadcast via the first broadcast channel,

   tune to the first broadcast channel,

   decode the selected one of the plurality of first services on the tuned first broadcast channel, the plurality of first services corresponding to a plurality of second services from the plurality of different broadcast providers broadcast on a second broadcast channel, and

   output the selected one of the plurality of first services on the transition broadcast channel for display.

18. The reception apparatus according to claim 17, wherein at least two of the plurality of services are associated with different major virtual channel numbers.
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S202 Two or more service providers enter into an agreement to transmit each other's legacy and NGBT services.

S204 Receive, by a first service provider, a plurality of first services of the two or more service providers.

S206 Generate, by the first service provider, a first broadcast multiplex including the plurality of first services.

S208 Broadcast, by the first service provider, the first broadcast multiplex on a first broadcast channel.

S210 Receive, by a second service provider, a plurality of second services of the two or more service providers.

S212 Generate, by the second service provider, a second broadcast multiplex including the plurality of second services.

S214 Broadcast, by the second service provider, the second broadcast multiplex on a second broadcast channel.

S216 Each broadcast provider broadcasts its own first service.
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S902 Receiving, by an input interface, a selection of one of a plurality of NGBT services broadcast via a first broadcast channel.

S904 Tuning, by a tuner, to the first broadcast channel.

S906 Decoding, by a decoder, the selected one of the plurality of NGBT services on the tuned first broadcast channel, the plurality of NGBT services corresponding to a plurality of legacy services broadcast via a second broadcast channel.

S908 Outputting, by a display interface, the selected one of the plurality of NGBT services on the first broadcast channel for display.
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FIG. 9